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ABSTRACT. Recent experimental work has suggested that the relative fractionation 
of 14C to 13C may differ from the accepted value of b = 2. In order to explore the 
implications of this possibility, the standard formulae for correcting radiocarbon dates 
for fractionation effects are rederived, but without making any of the usual assumptions 
or approximations. A generalized dating equation 

RS1(0) b 
ASN = f3 AON eXp(-t01/8267) 

RsT 

is derived (where ASN and AoN are normalized sample and standard activities, f3 is a 
factor which reflects changes in atmospheric 13C and 14C content, {RST(0)/RST}b accounts 
for post-depositional changes in sample 13C ratio, and tCat is calendar age in years before 
AD 1950. The errors in calculated ages which might arise from different b values are 
estimated and shown to be small relative to other dating uncertainties. The effect of 
b v 2 may be important in the calibration of radiocarbon dates using tree-ring samples 
of known age. A theoretical analysis suggests that b 2 effects may result in a correla- 
tion between age anomaly (ie, the difference between radiocarbon age and calendar 
age) and sample 13C data. However, an analysis of published data reveals no meaningful 
correlation. This result, while not eliminating the possibility that b 2, highlights its 
unimportance even in this high-precision application of radiocarbon dating. 

TERMINOLOGY 

A - specific 14C activity 
AabS - absolute international standard activity; the value of AoN in the year 1950 
AON - normalized activity of the NBS oxalic acid standard; AoN = 0.95 AOXT 

ASN - normalized sample activity defined by eq (13) 
Ana - 14C activity corrected for processes other than radioactive decay (see eq (20)) 
b - fractionation coefficient relating '4C and 13C fractionation 
R - 13C ratio: R = (m13C/m12C), m denotes molality 
R1.00 - 13C ratio of standard PeeDee Belemnite 
t - conventional radiocarbon age in years before 1950 (ie, using 5568 yr half-life) 
t°7301 - corrected radiocarbon age in years before 1950 (ie, 5730 yr half-life) 
t01 - calibrated radiocarbon age in years before 1950 (ie, t°730) corrected to allow 

for changes in atmospheric isotopic composition), equivalent to calendar age 

y - year of activity measurement 
R - atmospheric anomaly parameter defined by eq (9). A term which expresses the 

effect of changing isotopic composition of atmospheric CO2 on radiocarbon 
age. 

8130 - 2LC delta value: 6130 = 1000 [(R/R,PB) - l] 
Lt - 14C age anomaly: Lt = tnl - t°370J = 8267 ln(3. Lt is the difference between 

calendar age and corrected radiocarbon age arising from changes in the iso- 
topic composition of atmospheric CO2. 

* Present address: Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185 
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174 T M L Wigley and A B Muller 
Ot,1 - incremental change in teal due to a change in b (see eq (26)) - correction factor for non-decay processes defined by eq (21) 

Subscripts 
S - measured sample value (ie, including changes induced by laboratory frac- tionation effects during preparation for counting) 
ST - true sample value; the value prior to preparation 
Ox - measured value of oxalic acid standard (ie, including preparation fractiona- 

tion) 
OxT - true value of oxalic acid standard, prior to preparation 
atmT - true value of atmospheric CO2 

Superscripts 
(o) - initial value; ie, value at time of death of a sample, tea, years before 1950 * - value during the standard "zero" year, 1950 

INTRODUCTION 

In 14C dating, measured activities are corrected for natural isotopic 
fractionation during the formation of the sample, and for laboratory 
fractionation during sample preparation. These corrections are made 
using stable isotope data (13C) and are based on the relationship between 
14C fractionation and 13C fractionation: 

Al/A2 = { R1/R2 } 
b (1) 

where Al and A2 are specific 14C activities of a sample before and after a 
fractionation process, and R1 and R2 are the corresponding 13C ratios. It 
is accepted practice to assume for equilibrium isotopic exchange reactions 
that b = 2, based on the well-known approximate relationship between 
fractionation and mass number difference (Craig, 1954). 

Recent work by Radnell (1980) and Saliege (Saliege and Fontes, ms in. 
preparation) has reopened the question of the accuracy of this assump- 
tion, a question considered briefly by Stuiver and Robinson (1974). The 
experimental works of Radnell and of Saliege suggest that b may be 
significantly greater than 2 and may even depend on the reaction path 
and, hence, on the type of sample analyzed and the method of analysis. 
In this paper we do not attempt to determine whether b = 2 or to confirm 
these experimental results, but, rather, we examine the possible signif- 
icance of these findings. In particular, we estimate the errors in estimated 
ages which might arise from different b values. 

It is important to note here that if b does vary significantly from 2, 
this variation is due to physico-chemical mechanisms which are not mass 
(or mass difference) dependent, and which have, therefore, not been ac- 
counted for by the classical statistical thermodynamic treatment of Urey 
(1947), Bigeleisen and Mayer (1947), and more recently Richet, Bottinga, 
and Javoy (1977). One such mechanism which has been suggested (Gali- 
mov, 1978) calls upon the difference in nuclear spin between magnetic (eg, 
13C, 170) and non-magnetic nuclei (eg, 14C, 12C, 180, 160). Hyperfine 
coupling in magnetic isotopes enhances free radical recombination reac- 
tions and leads to a mass-difference-independent enrichment of the mag- 
netic isotope. In the case of oxygen isotopes, Thiemens and Clayton 
(1979) have been unable to reproduce Galimov's experimental results for 
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170 under natural conditions. However, the phenomenon has been dem- 
onstrated for 13C by Turro and Traeutler (1978), in the 13C enrichment 
of the carbonyl carbon during photolysis of dibenzyl ketone. Turro and 
Traeutler's work shows that the magnitude of the effect depends on the 
strength of the magnetic field and on the physical and chemical nature 
of the compound. There is no evidence that it is important in the ma- 
terials or reactions of 14C dating. Furthermore, since 13C is enriched 
relative to the non-magnetic isotopes 12C and 14C, the effect of hyperfine 
coupling (ie, the nuclear spin effect) would be to reduce b below 2 (c f 
Stuiver and Robinson, 1974) and we are still left without an explanation 
of Radnell's and Saliege's results. 

In order to analyze the effect of different b values on 14C ages, it is 
necessary to rederive the standard formulae which are used to calculate 
14C ages from measured 14C activities, but without making any of the 
usual assumptions or approximations. It is clear that if some mass in- 
dependent mechanism existed which would preferentially affect only 
13C/19C or 14C/12C fractionation so that b would diverge from 2, then the 
number of passes through such a mechanism would determine the ulti- 
mate difference in fractionations. Further, if b is reaction- or process- 
dependent, each mechanism could have a unique value of b which would 
combine in a complex multi-process system. For simplicity, our treatment 
deals only with a single pass, single process fractionation, and we assume 
that b is constant, but not necessarily equal to 2. 

14C AGE ESTIMATION 

This section gives a summary of the recommended procedures for 
reporting the results of 14C analysis. A very useful summary has already 
been given by Stuiver and Polach (1977), but their work is rather brief 
in its explanation of the various procedures. Some of these procedures 
have been developed over the years and their history is not readily ac- 
cessible to the novice who seeks to understand "why" as well as "how". 
Furthermore, approximations are frequently used and this can tend to 
obscure some important underlying assumptions. In the following we 
will attempt to give a self-contained and coherent account of the pro- 
cedure for reporting 14C dates which contains no approximations. The 
results show clearly how various commonly used approximations may 
affect 14C dates. 

The basic premise of the 14C dating method, developed by Libby in 
the late 1940s, is that the atmosphere contains a relatively constant 
reservoir of the radioactive isotope 14C in atmospheric carbon dioxide. 
This near-constant level is the result of a balance between the production 
of 14C (by secondary neutrons generated in spallation reactions in the 
upper atmosphere by cosmic ray bombardment), the redistribution of 
various carbon compounds between the atmosphere, oceans, and bios- 
phere, and the loss of 14C by radioactive decay. Since living materials 
constantly recycle carbon with their environment, they contain an amount 
of 14C which is in equilibrium with, but not necessarily equal to that 
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contained in atmospheric carbon dioxide. When living materials die, the 
interchange of 14C ceases and the amount contained in the organism 
begins to diminish by radioactive decay. By measuring the 14C content 
we can determine the time which has elapsed since death' assuming that 
there has been no "contamination" of the sample by exchange with other 
'4C reservoirs after death. 

The amount of 14C in a sample is measured by counting the number 
of radioactive disintegrations per unit mass and unit time (ie, the "count 
rate", or "specific activity") and comparing this with an international 
standard which in turn is related to the "initial" activity of the sample at 
death. In principle, a knowledge of the activity of a sample measured in 
year y should determine its age via the decay equation 

AsT = AsT (°) 2-(teat+y-1950)/5730 = AST(°) exp(--(t0al+y-1950)/8267) 
(2) 

where AsT is the sample activity, AsT (°) is the initial sample activity and 
teal is its true (ie, calendar) age (see below). 5730 years is the half-life of 
'4C; 8267 years (m 5730/ln 2) is the mean life. In practice, things are not 
so simple and four main difficulties arise. 

1) The convention is to use an early estimate of the half-life (viz 
5570 or 5568 years) which has subsequently been revised (to 5730 years). 
This facilitates comparison between ages determined today and ages de- 
termined prior to the revised half-life estimation. There are, therefore, 
two different 14C ages: the conventional radiocarbon age, t, determined 
using the old half-life, and the corrected radiocarbon age, t(5730), deter- 
mined using the 5730-year half-life. The two are related by t(57'°) = 
1.029 t. 

2) The assumption of a constant atmospheric 14C level is not 
strictly correct. In principle, an empirically determined correction can be 
applied, either to t or to t(573°), to account for variations in atmospheric 
'4C level; leading to a calibrated radiocarbon age which is directly iden- 
tifiable with the calendar age, teat. In practice, this requires an accurate 
knowledge of past atmospheric 14C variations, and work on building up 
this important paleorecord is still in progress (eg, Suess, 1980; Stuiver 
and Quay, 1980). 

3) The measured activity, As, is generally not precisely the same as 
the true sample activity, ie, the value prior to sample preparation, AsT. 
This difference arises because of isotopic fractionation in the chemical 
reactions involved in preparation of a sample for measurement. If the 
yield of any preparation step is not 100%, then there will be a residual 
laboratory fractionation which manifests itself as a change in 14C content. 
The effect can be accounted for by using 13C data. Equation (1) implies 

AsT = As { RST/Rs } 
b (3) 

x For groundwater and other materials which may have been altered isotopically 
by identifiable chemical or physical processes, the measurable time is that which has 
elapsed since isolation from the main atmospheric 14C reservoir. These cases will be 
discussed separately. 
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The necessary correction to account for laboratory fractionation cannot 
(and need not) be separated from the natural fractionation correction 
(item (4) below). 

4) In order to apply equation (2), AST (°) must be determined. Al- 
though the sample may have been in equilibrium with the atmospheric 
14C reservoir at the time of death, its 14C activity at this time will not, in 
general, have been the same as that of the atmosphere. A natural frac- 
tionation correction must be applied to account for this difference. In 
practice, this correction is not separated from the laboratory fractiona- 
tion correction. 

We will now derive a practical dating equation. Although the funda- 
mental standard for 14C dating is the atmospheric level, in order to use 
this standard, AST°> in equation (2) must be related to a laboratory ref- 
erence standard which bears a known relationship to the atmospheric 
level. The most commonly used standard today is a specially prepared 
oxalic acid whose activity, AoxT, has been defined after comparison with 
an age-corrected pre-industrial (AD 1890 tree rings) wood sample2. The 
links between AST(°) and AOXT are shown in the following flow diagram 
(where * denotes the value in the standard "zero" year for 14C dating, 
AD 1950): 

AS o) 

natural fractionation 

AatmT t0) 

changes in atmospheric 14C level 

pre ind AatmT 

natural fractionation 

pre-ind Awood 

A* wood 

comparison and calibration 

A oxT 

radioactive decay 

Ao1T 

2 A new standard is to be introduced shortly, but the arguments presented here ap- 
ply equally to any standard provided numerical quantities are adjusted appropriately. 
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For the first few links in this chain we have, from equation (1), 

AST(0) = AatmT(°) {RsT(°)/RatmT(0)}b 

AatmTAre ind = Awoodpre-ind { RatmTpre ind/Rwoodpre-ind}b 

where, by definition, RWOO(lPre 
ind 0.975 RPDB (ie, 613Cw°°dpre-ind 

-25%cI)I)B). To relate the pre-industrial wood sample to conditions which 
should have prevailed in the year AD 1950, were it not for post-industrial 
perturbations of the carbon isotope composition of the atmosphere, equa- 
tion (5) can be rewritten as 

AatmTpre ind = A*w00d {RatmTAne ind/0.975 RPDB}b (6) 

Here A*a.°°d is the age-corrected activity of the pre-industrial wood sam- 
ple: ie, the activity of a hypothetical wood sample grown in AD 1950, but 
otherwise identical with the pre-industrial wood sample. A*w°°d is related 
to the oxalic acid standard by 

A *= 0.95 A *OT 
where 0.95 A0X,r is the normalized oxalic acid activity (AoN). The value 
of AON in the year Av 1950 is the absolute international standard ac- 
tivity (Aabs) : 

Aabs = A*oN = 0.95 A*oxT = A*w°°d (7) 

Using equations (3) and (4), equation (2) becomes 
As{RsT/Rs}b = AatmT(°){RsT(°)/RatmT(0)}b exp(-(ta1+y-1950)/8267)) 

(8 ) 

To keep this derivation as general as possible we will not, at this stage, 
assume that the isotopic composition of the atmosphere has remained 
constant. Instead, we introduce the atmospheric anomaly parameter, /3, 
defined by 

_ AatmT(°) 

AatmTAreind 

{latmT1)011 b 

RataiT(°) 
(9) 

/3 would be unity if there were no significant local variations in the 
isotopic composition of the atmosphere and if both 14C and '3C levels of 
the atmosphere had remained constant. Using equations (6) and (7), equa- 
tion (9) gives 

AatmT(°) _ j3 AOti` {RatmT(°)/0.9/SRPr)B}b (10) 

Substituting this into (8) gives 

As{RsT/Rs}b = / A*N {RsT(0)/0.975RPD1}b eXp(-(teal+y-1950/8267)) 
(11) 

The exponential term involving (y-1950) is precisely the age correction 
between A*oN and AON (- 0.95 AOXT), so we have 

A 
0.975RPDB b 

= A 
JRST(o)lb - s R /(3 ON R exp( teai/8267) (12) 

S ST 
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The left-hand side of equation (12) defines the normalized sample ac- 
tivity, A5N, 

A A 
0.975RpDB b 

sN_ s 
Rs 

(13) 

which can be determined directly from the measured sample activity, As, 
and the corresponding 13C ratio, Rs. Equation (12) becomes 

RsT (°) b 
AsN = /3 AON exp(-tcai/8267) (14) 

RsT 

This is a generalized dating equation which can easily be reduced to a 
more familiar form. 

Since, in general, RsT is constant (ie, RsT = RsT(°)) equation (14) can 
be simplified (except in the special cases discussed later) to 

AsN = /3 A0N exp(-tcai/8267) (15) 

Equation (15) is equivalent to the usual equation for age determination, 
but it differs in that the atmospheric anomaly parameter is retained (ie, 
no assumption is made regarding the constancy of the isotopic composi- 
tion of atmospheric CO2) and the fractionation parameter is retained as 
an unspecified quantity (ie, the assumption that b = 2 has not been made: 
although we have assumed that b is the same for different kinds of frac- 
tionation, laboratory and natural). To apply equation (15), and to ex- 
amine the effect of b 2 on radiocarbon dating, it should be noted that 
equation (15), through AON, involves the true value of the oxalic standard 
rather than the measured value. The latter will, in general, incorporate 
the effect of laboratory fractionation during preparation (ie, conversion of 
oxalic acid to benzene or to a counting gas such as CO2); and this effect 
can be allowed for by using 13C data and the relation 

AOXT/AOX = {RoxT/Rox}b 

Since by definition ROXT = 0.981 RPVP (ie, 813COXT = -19% PDB) this 
gives 

AON = 0.95 AoXT = 0.95 Aox {0.981 Rpn$/Rox}b (16) 

which allows AON to be calculated from measured oxalic acid 14C and 13C 

data. 
Slightly different forms of equation (15) are obtained if (3 = 1. If 

/3 = 1 then tmust be replaced by the corrected radiocarbon age, t(57so), 

to give 
AsN = Anti exp(-t(57so)/8267) (17) 

In terms of the conventional (5568-year half-life) radiocarbon age, t, the 
corresponding result is 

AsN = AON exp(-t/8033) (18) 

If b = 2, then equations (17) and (18) reduce to the standard forms as 
given, for example, by Stuiver and Polach (1977). 
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Note that /3 is related to the difference between calendar age (= cal- 
ibrated radiocarbon age) and corrected radiocarbon age: dividing (15) by 
(17) yields 

teal - t5730' _ 8267 ln/3 (19) 

We will refer to this difference as the 14G age anomaly. 
A completely precise calculation of age requires Aog, Rox, AS and RS 

values (and a knowledge of /3). In fact, published data generally give only 
the values of t, the conventional radiocarbon age, and RS (or its equiv- 
alent, 613CS) and it is not possible to regenerate the four original data 
values from only these two parameters. It is therefore not possible, in 
general, to correct published data for any deviation in b from the assumed 
value of 2, although an approximate correction could be made. Neverthe- 
less, it is a relatively simple matter to separately estimate the effect of 
b 2 on AON and Asv determinations, and so estimate the effect on age 
determination for different values of R0 and RS. The results are pre- 
sented in a later section. 

GROUNDWATER DATING AND THE RESERVOIR EFFECT 

It was noted earlier that additional complications arise in dating 
groundwaters or any material in which isotopic composition has been 
altered by processes other than radioactive decay. The simplest type of 
alteration occurs with post-depositional interaction (ie, mixing or isotopic 
exchanges) with other 14C reservoirs. This has been referred to as the 
reservoir effect. In the groundwater case, this situation is best illustrated 
by the input of (dead) carbon due to dissolution of carbonate minerals 
under closed (to CO2) system conditions, but other processes which are 
less easily identified as reservoir effects can have the same results. We will 
consider the groundwater case in detail in order to quantify these effects; 
the results, of course, have more general applicability, to items like shells, 
speleothems, etc. 

In groundwater dating, following Wigley, Plummer, and Pearson 
(1978), age is determined by 

AST = Al,d exp((-teal+y-1950)/8267) (20) 

where Ad (which replaces AST (°) in equation (2)) is the specific 14C activity 
of the total dissolved carbon which would have occurred in the absence 
of radioactive decay. Equation (20) also applies to any material in which 
activity has been altered by a reservoir effect. It is convenient to introduce 
a factor, , defined by 

A11d = AST (°) (21) 

where accounts for all non-decay processes, either chemical or physical, 
which occur between isolation from the atmosphere (or soil atmosphere: 
or death, for the non-groundwater case) and sample collection. In ground- 

"Exchange" is used here to mean both true exchange processes, which are un- 
common, and chemical reactions which involve isotopic fractionation (eg, incongruent 
dissolution). 
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water dating is called the adjustment factor. can be determined if one 
has sufficient knowledge of the past chemical and physical history of the 
sample. Methods for determining do not concern us here; they are dis- 

cussed by Wigley, Plummer, and Pearson (1978). For groundwaters AST(°) 

is the activity at the time of isolation from the atmospheric (or soil 
atmospheric) CO2 reservoir: ie, at the end of open (to CO2) system condi- 
tions during which changes in activity are determined solely by frac- 
tionation effects. 

In deriving equation (15), we made the assumption that RST was a 
constant. When reservoir effects exist, this is no longer correct. A more 
general dating equation can be obtained directly from equation (14), 

noting that the adjustment factor, , must be retained on the right-hand 
side because the conventional initial activity, AST(°), is replaced by 

AST(°): 

RST(°) b 

ASN = / R 
AON exp(-tca,/8267) (22) 

ST 

This result differs from the earlier result, equation (15), in two ways: 
first, in the inclusion of a non-decay term ; and, second, in the term 
involving RST(°)/RST. The term accounts for changes in 14C after death, 
or isolation from the atmosphere, due to non-decay processes. The RST(°)/ 
RST term must be retained because such post-depositional non-decay proc- 
esses will generally be accompanied by changes in sample 13C, and the 
assumption that RST and RST(°) are equal is no longer valid. Note that if 

is omitted from equation (22) then tcal must be replaced by t(5730), the 
corrected radiocarbon age. 

In cases where there is a reservoir effect, if the conventional radio- 
carbon age is calculated using ASN, and ASN is normalized using RS, 
fractionation will not be correctly accounted for. The normalization pro- 
cedure accounts for fractionation during sample formation (stable isotope 
change from RatmT(°) to RST(°)), and during sample preparation (RST to 

RS), and contains the implicit assumption that RST(°) and RST are equal. 
In reservoir effect situations and for groundwaters this is not correct, and 
equation (22) provides a more accurate basis for dating in these cases. 

Although the existence and importance of the non-decay term is well- 
known, the term {RST(°)/RsT}b seems to have been omitted in all pre- 
vious discussions (including the literature on groundwater dating). Of 
course, RST°> can never be known precisely, but can only be estimated 
from a knowledge of the probable past history of a sample. 

To determine the significance of the {RST(°)/RST}b term, let us con- 
sider a simple groundwater example involving closed system congruent 
dissolution. We consider an example in which, for numerical simplicity, 
the dissolving mineral has 613C = O%. In this case is given by (eg, 
Ingerson and Pearson, 1964; Wigley, Plummer, and Pearson, 1978, p 1131) 

S13CST 
= S13CST(°) (23) 
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A typical situation might be one in which there was minimal isotopic 
evolution under open (to soil atmosphere CO2) system conditions, fol- 
lowed by closed system dissolution of calcite to near-saturation. In this 
case S13CST(°) -22% and S13CST -13% so that = 0.5909. For b = 2 
the term { RST (°)/ RST } 

b 0.9818. The effect of in this case is considerable 
(more than 4300 years). The effect of {RST(°)/RST}b is relatively small (ca 
150 years), probably unimportant in most applications of groundwater 
dating, but more significant in other reservoir effect situations. Neverthe- 
less, in a general theoretical development, one should be aware of the 
existence of even small terms. 

To summarize, the usual dating procedure is to normalize the meas- 
ured 14G activity, AS, using the measured 13G ratio, RS. The corrected 
radiocarbon age can then be calculated using (equations (17) and (13)) 

0.975R PDB b 

ASS; = AS 
R5 , 

= Aox exp(-t(5730)/8267) (24) 

When reservoir effects occur equation (22) should be used. To compare it 
with equation (24), equation (22) can be written as 

0.975 RPDB b RST b 

AS 
RsT(°) R = e AoN eXp(_t(5iU0)/8267) (25) 

s 

Written in this form it is apparent that, if there were no preparation 
fractionation (ie, RST = RS), equation (22) or (25) amounts to normalizing 
AS using the initial 13C ratio rather than the measured 13C ratio, as in 
equation (24). Since RST(° is frequently closer to 0.975 RPDB than it is to 
RS, it is probably better to calculate dates without normalizing AS at all 
in reservoir or groundwater cases. This observation is made only as a 
point of interest, and is not a recommendation. The only completely ac- 
ceptable procedure is to estimate and RST(°)/RST in each individual 
case, and use equation (22). 

Note that, although the term {RST(°)/RST}b has a relatively small 
effect, the adjustment due to its inclusion is of a similar magnitude to the 
adjustment arising from normalizing measured 14C activities from AS to 
ASN using {(.975 RPDB)/RS}b. For consistency, if data are normalized in 
the usual way, then the term {RST(°)/RST}b should also be considered. 

EFFECTS OF b 2 

The fractionation coefficient occurs in all terms in the dating equa- 
tion introduced to account for fractionation effects. Such effects are ac- 
counted for in the normalization of the measured sample activity, in the 
normalization of the measured oxalic acid standard activity, in the post- 
depositional reservoir effect term involving RST(°)/RST, and in the 
atmospheric anomaly parameter. 

The magnitude of the influence of possible variations in the frac- 
tionation coefficient, b, can be calculated by examining various terms in 
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the two dating equations derived above: viz that for routine samples 
(equation (15)) 

ASN = /3 AoN eXp(-tea1/8267) 

and that for groundwaters or samples affected by post-depositional non- 
decay processes (equation (22)) 

R (°) b 

ASN _ - ( sT 
AON exp(-teal/8267). N 

RsT 

The coefficient b appears in ASN, AoN, /3 and {RsT(°)/RsT}b. 
To evaluate the effect of b 2 we first take the natural logarithm of 

equation (22) and then differentiate with respect to b. The incremental 
change in teal due to a change in b is given by 

a a a RsT(°) 
teal = 8267 b - ab 

(InASN) + ab 
(lnA0N) + ab 

(1n/) + In R ST 
(26) 

The effect of b 2 may be described in terms of the associated age 
"error", E, defined as 

E = teal - teal (b=2) 

where teal(b-2) is the estimated calendar age using b = 2. From equation 
(26) it can be seen that E can be split up into errors arising individually 
from ASS,, AoN, )3 and {RST(°) /RST}b; namely E1, E2, E3, and E4 in the 
following equations which have been derived from (26) using (13), (16) 
and (9). 

E =E1+E2+E3+E4 (27) 
where4 

E1= -8267(b-2)ln(0.975 RrnB/Rs) 8.267(b-2)(813C5 + 25) (28) 

F. = 8267(b-2)ln(0.981 RI'DB/RoX) -8.267(b-2)(613CoX + 19) (29) 

E3 = 8267(b-2)ln(RatmTpre-ind/RatmT(°)) 
-8.267(b-2)(13CatmT(o)-13Catmppre-ina) (30) 

E4 = 8267(b-2)ln(RST(°)/RsT) -8.267(b-2)(819CST-S1 3CsT(°)) (31) 

We will consider E1, E2, E3, and E4 separately. 

Influence through ASN 

The normalized sample activity accounts for natural fractionation in 
the sample during its formation and laboratory fractionation during 
sample preparation. The age error arising from this term when b 2, E1, 
is given by equation (28). E1 is shown as a function of measured sample 
'3C ratio, 613Cs, for various values of b in figure 1. 

The approximations in terms of 6''C values result from application of the ap- 
proximations (1+x)-' 1-x and ln(1+x) ti x, valid for small x. 
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Saliege (Saliege and Fontes, ms in preparation) has obtained values 
of b 2.6 ± 0.2 for C3 plants (beans) and 2.3 ± 0.2 for C4 plants (corn). 
Radnell (1980) has found a range of values of b for different stages of the 
preparation of benzene from oxalic acid for routine 14C dating. For 
benzene distillation from the trimerization catalyst, even after discarding 
one anomalously high value, his b value is 2.43 ± 0.15. For these values of 
b the dating error may be as high as 100 years for samples rich in 13C 

relative to wood (c f figure 1). 

Influence through AON 

The normalized oxalic acid activity is necessary to account for frac- 
tionation during preparation of this standard. The age error arising from 
this term when b 2, E2, is given by equation (29). Figure 2 shows E2 as 
a function of measured oxalic acid 13C ratio, for S13C01 ranging from 
-12%o to -26%. Proper preparation techniques rarely give fractionations 
over l%o, and even with b = 2.6, the associated error of ca 5 years is in- 
significant (c f figure 2). 

Influence through 3 
Here the influence is not on the 14G date, since dates are generally 

given based on the assumption of constant atmospheric isotopic composi- 
tion. The effect of b 2 enters in the interpretation of the 14C anomaly 
(calendar age minus corrected radiocarbon age) in terms of changes in 
atmospheric 14C activity. From equation (30), a 1% change in atmospheric 
13C level would correspond to an error in the age anomaly of only 3.3 
years if b were 2.4. This is equivalent to an atmospheric 14C change of 
0.4%, much less than the values inferred from tree-ring dating, and well 
beyond the limits of current 14C dating accuracy. 

150 

1100 

N L 
50 

L 
0 L L 0 W 

-50 

0 -10 -20 -30 
St3C5 (IDoPDB)- 

Fig 1. Age error resulting from the assumption that b = 2 for different hypotheti- 
cal b values: term arising from laboratory and natural fractionation of the sample 
(eq (28)). 
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Influence through {RsT(°) /RsT}b 
This term accounts for post-depositional stable isotope changes 

which can occur in reservoir effect situations or in groundwaters. It arises 

because the effects of fractionation during formation of the sample are 

accounted for using RST instead of RST°>. It corrects for any process 

which might alter the stable isotope ratio after formation, mixing with 

another carbon reservoir or isotopic exchange processes being the most 

common. We have already shown that, with b = 2, neglect of this term 

can lead to errors of up to 150 years. If b 2, further (but relatively 

smaller) errors may arise, determined by equation (31). Values of E4 

for various b and (813CsT -b13CsT(°)) values are shown in figure 3, and 

may range up to 50 years or more. 

THE ATMOSPHERIC ANOMALY PARAMETER 

One of the assumptions of conventional radiocarbon dating is that 

the atmospheric 14C level has remained constant in the past. There is 

40 

N 
0 

t 20 

0 
v i 

-20 
w 
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-40 .1 

-16 -20 -24 
S13Co, (%0PDB)-- 

Fig 2. Age error resulting from the assumption that b = 2 for different hypotheti- 

cal b values: term arising from laboratory fractionation of the oxalic acid standard 

(eq (29)). 
0 

-20 

0 4 8 12 16 
13CST-a13CsT (%oPDB)- 

Fig 3. Age error resulting from the assumption that b = 2 for different hypotheti- 
cal b values: term arising from post-depositional stable isotope changes (eq (31)). 
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strong evidence that this is not correct (eg, Stuiver and Quay, 1980; Suess, 
1980; de Jong and Mook, 1980; Bruns, Mi nnich, and Becker, 1980). Al- 
though rarely stated explicitly, the assumption of constant 13C level is 
also inherent in the method. If one allows the isotopic composition (ie, 
13C and 14C) of atmospheric CO2 to vary, then the term (equation (9)) 

AatmT°) RatmTpre-ind b 

pre ind 
RatmT(°) AatmT 

appears in the conventional dating formula (see equation (15)). The value 
of /3 (the atmospheric anomaly parameter) can be determined experi- 
mentally by dating material of known calendar age (such as tree rings). 
If teal is the calendar age and t(5730 is the corrected radiocarbon age then 
(equation (19)) 

At = teal - t(5730) = 82671n/3 (32) 

defines the age anomaly, Lt. 
When At is positive the immediate implication is that Aatn,T(°), 

the atmospheric 14C activity teal years prior to 1950, was greater than 
AatmTpre-ind, the pre-industrial value. But equation (9) shows that part of 
At may be explained by variations in RatmT. To explain an anomaly of 
100 years in terms of 14C changes alone would require AatmT (0) = 0.988 
Aatmpp`'e-ind To explain the same anomaly in terms of changes in atmos- 
pheric 13C alone would require 13CatmT(°) = 13% (assuming $13CatTmpte- 
ind = 7%, and using b = 2). Such a change in atmospheric 13C is an 
order of magnitude greater than any changes which might have occurred 
in the past 10,000 years. 

Various estimates have been made (using tree-ring data) of variations 
in atmospheric 13C over the past 100 years or so, attributed to fossil fuel 
burning and/or biospheric changes (see, eg, Stuiver, 1978). Direct atmos- 
pheric measurements (Keeling, Mook, and Tans, 1979) show a decrease 
of ca 0.6% over the period 1956 to 1978. Such a change would result in 
an age anomaly of only 10 years, so it is apparent that changes in atmos- 
pheric 14C dominate in determining the age anomaly. 

The age anomaly is of considerable importance since it may be a 
proxy indicator of past variations in solar activity, and, possibly, of ter- 
restrial climate (see, eg, Eddy, 1977: although more recent work by 
Stuiver, 1980, and by Williams, Wigley, and Kelly, 1980, has failed to 
confirm a simple age anomaly-climate link). An examination of changes 
in the age anomaly over the past 8000 years (the age of the oldest ac- 
curately dated tree-ring samples) shows two distinct types of variation: 
long-term changes on a time scale of millennia attributed to changes in 
the earth's magnetic field (Barbetti, 1980), and superimposed short-term 
fluctuations attributed to changes in solar activity (Stuiver and Quay, 
1980). It is possible that part of these short-term fluctuations has arisen 
from systematic dating errors resulting from the assumption that b = 2 and fluctuations in S13C5 values of dated tree-ring samples. 
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To show this, we need to derive an expression for the measured age 

anomaly; ie, the difference between teal and tb2(5730), rather than Lt. 

From equation (15), using (13) and (16), we have 

0.975 RPDB b 0.981 RPDB b 

A5 = /3 0.95 A0X R 
exp(-tcal/8267) 

RS oX 
(33) 

If /3 is omitted, then teal must be replaced by t(573°). Further, if b is as- 

sumed equal to 2, then tb_2(573°) should be used. Hence, we have 

0.975 RPDB 2 0.981 RPDB 2 

(5730)/ 
) AS = 0.95 Aoz exp(-tb-2 8267 

R5 Ro1 
(34) 

Dividing (33) and (34) and taking natural logarithms gives 

teal _ 
tb2 

(5730) = ptz _2 = 8267(b-2)In (9981_) + 82671n/3. (35) - b_ 0.975 R oX 

Ltb= 2 differs from L\t (= 82671n/3; equation (32)) because radiocarbon 
ages are calculated using b = 2. This difference is manifest in the first 

term on the right-hand side of equation (35) the value of which may be 

up to 20 years for representative values of RS and R0X if b were as large 

as 2.4. It is possible, therefore, that deviations from b = 2 might be 

noticeable in an analysis of Lt data. 
To examine this possibility further, we need to distinguish the two 

distinct parts of the age anomaly, the long-term trend and the short-term 
fluctuations, denoted below by AtI,T and At5T, respectively. If we assume 

that differences between R01 and ROXT are small compared with differ- 

ences between R5 and the standard, 0.975 RPDB, then equation (35) can 

be written as 

Y = Otb_2 -AtLT 8.267(b-2)(613C5 + 25) + AtST (36) 

Y and 81305 can be obtained from tree-ring-based age anomaly data given 

in the tables of, eg, Michael and Ralph (1974) and Suess (1978). If tsT 
does not vary systematically with 81305, then, if b is significantly greater 

than 2, repression of Y against (8130 + 25) should produce a line with 

slope 8.267(b-2) and a significant positive correlation coefficient, provided 

that the sample size is large enough. (A significant correlation would not, 
however, offer conclusive proof of b + 2, since such a correlation might 
arise if parallel fluctuations in tree-ring 14C and 13c were caused by some 

common external geochemical or geophysical factor.) 
For any statistically significant regression slope to be identified with 

(b-2), its value would have to be of order 1 to 5 (yr (%)-1): b = 2.1 

would give a slope of ca 0.8 and b 2.6 a slope of ca 5.0. These values 

place a constraint on the correlation coefficient, r, since 

r = ao-x/o y 

where a is the slope of the regression line and o-x and a are the standard 
deviations of X (ie, 813CS) and Y. An examination of data given by 
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Michael and Ralph (1974) and Suess (1978) shows that U ^2%o and 
cry 100 yr. Thus, for the slope to lie between 1 and 5, r must be between 
0.02 and 0.10. In other words, any correlation coefficient which can be 
identified with a b 2 effect must not only be statistically significant, but 
cannot exceed 0.1. For such a low correlation coefficient to be statistically 
significant at, say, the 5% level, the sample size would have to be very 
large, at least 200, and considerably larger if b were closer to 2 than 2.6. 

In spite of the fact that there are insufficient data available to test 
the hypothesis that b 2 using age anomaly data, we have examined the 
relationship between Y and 6130 using the data given by Michael and 
Ralph (1974) and by Suess (1980). We considered only the bristlecone 
pine data given by these authors (to eliminate any possible species- 
dependent effects) and eliminated a small number of possibly suspect data 
points (low yield cases in the Michael and Ralph data, and cases with 
large differences between the two counters used by Suess). For the Suess 
data we found no significant correlation (r = -0.04 for n = 181) even 
when the data were stratified according to count-rate standard deviation. 
For the Michael and Ralph data the correlation coefficient was -0.22 
(n = 113; regression slope, -10.8) which is significant at the 5% level. 
This value is too large to be attributed to a b 2 effect, and would, in 
any case, indicate that b was less than 2. 

Although these results do not prove that b 2 is incorrect, they do 
show that, even in this high precision application of radiocarbon dating, 
the effect of any deviation of b from the generally assumed value of 2 is 
beyond detection using currently available data. 

CONCLUSION 

The aim of this paper was to explore the implications of a difference 
in the 14C/13C fractionation coefficient, b, from the accepted value of 2. 
Although theoretical grounds for expecting b to differ significantly from 
2 are meager recent experimental work by Radnell (1980) and by Saliege 
(Saliege and Fontes, ms in preparation) has suggested the possibility of b2. 

In order to examine the effects of b 2, we have rederived all of the 
usual expressions used in 14C dating, retaining b as an unspecified param- 
eter. Variations in b have been shown to affect the radiocarbon age in 
three ways: through differences in the measured sample 13C ratio (ie, 8130) from the standard 25%x; through fractionation of the oxalic acid 
standard; or through non-decay changes in the true sample isotopic com- 
position between initial isolation from the atmosphere and measurement 
(reflected in the 13C ratio change (613C5T - 813C5Tto)) 

The first of these factors is shown in figure 1. Even if b were as large 
as 2.4, the maximum age error resulting from the assumption that b = 2 
would be less than 50 years. For most applications, this is unimportant. 
For tree-ring samples, in which precise dating may be necessary in cal- 
ibrating the radiocarbon time-scale, 13C5 is rarely outside the range 
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-20% to -3O% and the error would, therefore, rarely exceed 20 years 

(for b 2.4). 
The b 2 influence through oxalic acid fractionation is shown in 

figure 2. Since this fractionation rarely exceeds 1%0, the maximum error 

is ± 3 years (for b = 2.4), entirely negligible. 
The influence arising from non-decay processes is only likely to be 

important in groundwaters and other reservoir effect cases, where post- 

isolation processes, other than radioactive decay, have caused a significant 

change in isotopic composition. Figure 3 shows that the age error, even in 

extreme cases, is unlikely to exceed 50 years. Once again, for such cases, 

where many other dating uncertainties generally exist, this is relatively 

insignificant. 
Although we feel that it is important to have a completely general 

theory for the correction of fractionation effects in radiocarbon dating, it 

is apparent from these results that, given the other uncertainties in dat- 

ing, the possible effect of b 2 is almost always insignificant. The only 

exception to this rule may arise in tree-ring dating for calibration of the 

radiocarbon time-scale or for determining the past history of atmospheric 
14C fluctuations. Here, errors of up to 20 years may occur if b is signif- 

icantly greater than 2. However, a statistical analysis of published tree- 

ring dates has revealed no systematic relationship with S13CS as might be 

expected if b 2. We conclude, therefore, that the effect of b 2, if it 

exists, is unimportant even in this application. 
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